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KEEP EXPANDING BY MENTOR COACH SHEZETTA 

Have you ever found yourself coaching others further and

faster than they have ever dreamed, only for you to discover

that they are outpacing you? You are excited about their

progress, but you lack any enthusiasm about the progression

that’s happening in your own world.

Our recent coaching forum sparked a huge amount of energy

around this very thing. In our quest to succeed professionally,

our personal goals become a victim. Internally, we are empty

while externally we are pushing and promoting others.

Here’s the thing, what we cannot do is expect to continue to

have enough to pour out if we are not intentionally pouring in.

You are one of the catalysts for your client’s expansion. In

order for you to authentically be able to continue to be a

catalyst, you have to embrace expansion for yourself.

Explore all things that will keep you inspired. Don’t be afraid

to shift direction if necessary, so that you can find another niche

or satisfy another passion. We are the billboard for “NO

LIMITS!” I will add that there is “NO CEILING”

Gain the confidence and the perseverance that you instill in

others. Otherwise, you will no longer be the model that they

reach for. At some point, the people that you provoke will be

the same people that pass you; not in ideas, but in passion.

Be sure to always remember to pour water on yourself first.

Then the overflow will spill over onto the people that you serve.

So…….what’s next? I recommend you connect with your coach

and share your goals. Be open to accountability as you divide

your overall goals into attainable milestones with timelines. As

you actualize your goals there is a fulfillment that bring

personal expansion. Are you ready to expand? if so, connect

with your coach today at www.ATigney.Solutions.

Collaboration=
The Key To Success

By Coach Chanise Gilliam

Questions?...Contact 
Admin@ATigney.Solutions at 

ATigney Solutions Coaching Group 
to request all tools and previous 

ATSCG recordings. 

Collaboration seems to be the buzzword in successful 
project management. Many moving parts are being 
worked simultaneously during a project or when 
planning an event has been proven to be successful. This 
is only achieved through collaboration.  

Project collaboration starts with a co-operative, cohesive 
project team. Without the co-operation and cohesion, the 
project manager is just managing a scattered group of 
skilled people on a project. Collaboration is not planning 
everything before presenting it to the team and saying 
this is what “WE” are going to do. That surely does not 
foster a co-operative and cohesive project team. 

The several determiners of collaborative project success 
are: 

• Unified vision and goal  
• On time delivery  
• On budget delivery  
• Customer/Client satisfaction  

ATigney Solutions knows from experience in order to 
successfully and effectively obtain these determiners we 
must collaborate.  Collaboration is the strength of who we 
are. We have a host of Coaches, Consultants, Creatives, 
Marketplace and Ministry Leaders who glean from and 
support each other as they build and expand. Stay tuned 
for our upcoming Life Accelerator where we will 
showcase those in our network, www.ATigney.Solutions.  


